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Science lab report example middle school

By Cheryl Randall Scientists know that lab reports are a very important part of every experiment. The purpose of an experiment is to answer a question by testing a hypothesis. During an experiment it is possible to collect a lot of information or data. But this data is not very useful unless it is organized. The purpose of a laboratory report is to organize and communicate what you did in your experiment. A good lab report explains exactly what you did. It can be used to repeat the experiment or to test other hypotheses in new experiments. Laboratory Report Form
(Name)__________________________________ (Date)________________________________ Title:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Write down exactly the issue that will be investigated or experienced. Purposes can be stated as a question. Introduction/ Research: In a few words say what you already know or have found about the problem that will allow you to make an educated assumption. This is background information from text, teacher or other sources. It gives the reader an understanding of the basic principles and content information of the laboratory. Introduction / Research: What do you expect to find? The hypothesis can be declared as a If... then... Statement. The part if the statement is based on related facts that you know
are true. The then part of the statement is an educated assumption on the outcome of the experiment. The hypothesis does not have to guess the correct result, but the experiment must be configured to test the hypothesis. Materials/ Supplies: This is a list of all equipment and chemicals used to do the experiment. Please include quantities (sums). Procedure: The procedure says exactly what you did. He makes statements in the past. Be specific. The procedure you use affects the results. So it's important to be fair in explaining what you did. The procedure shall be written in the form of a paragraph.
Comments and data: The observations say exactly what happened when you made the lab. An observation is measurable information that comes to you through your senses. The results include experimental (gross) data in the form of tables, graphs, drawings and other well-labelled observations. Place your comments and data in this section without discussion or comment. Here you can include all calculations made during the experiment. Answer any questions here. Conclusion/Summary: The findings explain the observations and describe how your data relates to the problem. It is written in the
paragraph/essay form and should include why you did this experiment (reaffirm the purpose/problem). You should explain in your own words what you've learned or discovered. Your conclusion should specify the data confirm sanything or reject your hypothesis. Discuss any errors, as well as any patterns you see. Part of the conclusion may be a new hypothesis based on your findings and suggestions. Your. You can also make any predictions you would expect based on what you have discovered. Tyler Fleetenshneeze August 11, 2001 Title: Performing a seismograph purpose: does the magnitude of
vibrations affect the amplitude of a seismograph? Hypothesis: An increase in the magnitude of vibrations will lead to an increase in the amplitude of the seismograph. Materials: clamp, metal bar, piece of string, rubber bands (2), table, pencil, two persons Procedure: I laced a piece of paper directly under the pen and the clamp holder. One person slowly moved the paper beyond the pen, while the other struck the end of the table. The first study represented a medium magnitude movement. The second process was soft motion, and the third was the heaviest, or strongest magnitude. As it looks at each
individual seismograph, the greatest magnitude has been observed and identified. Measuring the distance at the top and bottom of the peak was the amplitude. The data from each seismograph was recorded in the table on the next page. Magnitude amplitude Medium observations #1 &gt;1.3 cm. a little zimped, points are the darkest of all studies, the pen a little wild Softest (#2) &gt;,5 cm. the smoothest line, the more points and points are closer together, the pen was not out of control The hardest (#3) 2 cm. the most dayless, does not really have a certain path, the smallest amount of points, pen path
under control Conclusion: This laboratory investigated how the magnitude of vibrations affects one seism. To study the problem we created three magnitudes of motion and measured the amplitude of each with a seismograph. My results showed that the process with the greatest amplitude was study three, because the mass was hit with the greatest force, making the table and pen move more than the other three studies. The process with the lowest amplitude was second because the mass was hit with the least pressure. While observing the experiment, we noticed that more vibrations or magnitude led to
greater amplitude on the seismograph. The harder the mass was hit, the more the amplitude increased. That proves that my hypothesis was correct. I think the results are correct because while the experiment was ongoing, the frame moved at the same pace as the table. It has been shown in studies one to three that the increased magnitude of table movement caused the greatest differences in amplitude on the seismograph. Therefore, it is clear that the movement of the frame also corresponds to the amplitude of the seismograph. The bar and marker shared the same relationship with the table and
frame. The more the frame moves, the greater the amplitude on the seismograph. In order to further investigate this issue, next time I would try the experiment on a different surface and would add additional movements of different forces for readings on the seismograph. Lab Report Form (Name)_____ (Date) _____ Title: Purpose/Problem: Introduction: Introduction: Materials/Consumables: Procedure: Observations and data: Conclusion/Summary: This laboratory (experiment) investigated __________. To study the problem I have __________. My results showed __________, thus proving that my
hypothesis was __________. I think the results are (accurate /inaccurate) because __________. In order to further investigate this issue, the next time I would _________________ . Draw a picture of the experiment, if any. Dont say that the goal has been achieved and then say nothing substantial more. You must include data from the laboratory results to demonstrate that the purpose has been met. Dont give the procedure again. Dont the data list again. It has already been listed in the data (chart, table, etc.). You need to discuss and draw conclusions from the data. Don't forget to break your ideas by
more than one paragraph if necessary. (This is referred to as an essay!) The Cheryl co-op also suggests that the basic format suggested by Dr. Wile: Title, Date, Observations/Dates, and Conclusion/Summary is appropriate for the 7th, 8th and 9th grade and the full format for the documentation that she suggests above is optional. This is a laboratory template that is great for 6th to 12th graders for all scientific investigations. The template guides students in making a laboratory report that is professional and accurate with the corresponding elements in the appropriate sections. I have my 7th graders use this
template and while it's a challenge at the beginning, but 8th grade have them down, if you wanted to simplify it for your students accelerated, just remove some of the information. I have labs and activities for science studies and scientific literature in middle school on my Page TpT! Question- Does Bubble Fun or Bubble Party Solution make lasting bubbles longer? Research- According to Bubblefun.com, Bubble Fun Bubbles can last up to three minutes. Bubble Fun company says their bubbles last so long because of a secret ingredient in their bubble solution. Hypothesis-I think the bubble bubble solution
will make lasting bubbles longer. Materials- Bubble Fun Bubbles, Wedding Bubbles (both with their wands), TimerProcedure-1. Remove the bubble wand from the vial.2. Hold the wand 3-5 cm from your face in a slightly upward position and blow with a smooth, even breathing.3. Choose a balloon so it is released from the wand and the time it lasts, turn off the calendar when the balloon pops.4. Record data.5. Repeat 20 times for each brand of bubble solution. Results-According to our data, 15% of party bubbles last less than four seconds, 35% of party bubbles last 5-9 seconds, 25% of party bubbles lasted
10-14 seconds, 10% lasted 15-19 seconds and 15% of party bubbles lasted 20-24 seconds. According to our data, 35% of Bubble Fun bubbles lasted less than 4 30% of bubble Fun lasted 5-9 seconds, and 35% of the bubbles lasted 10-14 seconds. Conclusion- According to this Party bubbles are a longer-lasting bubble solution. My hypothesis wasn't correct. Each bubble solution was tested because it was packaged, which means we used the bubble wand that came with the solution. In subsequent tests it would be interesting to test whether the bubble wand affects the quality of the bubbles produced.
independent variable- type of variable bubble solution- how long the balloon lasts
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